NETWORK CAPABILITY FOR HIGH-SPEED,
PRODUCTION DOCUMENT SCANNERS
SCAN KIOSK NETWORKED SCAN STATION
EXPANSION PACK
The Scan Kiosk Expansion Pack* is an intuitive, network
integration platform for compatible Canon imageFORMULA
high-speed production scanners through integration with
uniFLOW via an added uniFLOW scan license.** With these
components, the Scan Kiosk can help simplify the electronic
distribution of paper business information across a network,
helping to increase productivity and efficiency.

OPTIONAL EXPANDED STORAGE
An optional combination cabinet/pedestal can also be added
for additional storage space and allows the Scan Kiosk to be
positioned on top of the cabinet/pedestal through placement
notches. With the included wheels, users can choose the location
and positioning of the Scan Kiosk effortlessly.

USER-FRIENDLY DESIGN
The Scan Kiosk features a large, easy-view 10.8", highdefinition, color touch-screen display encased in a structural,
metal stand. It fits comfortably on counter areas and
compatible imageFORMULA production scanners can be
positioned on top of the Scan Kiosk using the scanner placement
notches to help save space. The Scan Kiosk can also be adjusted
to two different operating positions, depending on the user's
viewing and use preferences. One position enables the user
to use the touch-screen as the primary interface, while another
position allows the user ample space to place an optional
keyboard and/or mouse▲ for more accessible operation.
Additionally, when the touch-screen display is not in use, it
can be stowed away conveniently.
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uniFLOW FRIENDLY
To administrate usage of the production document scanner, the
uniFLOW interface allows users to identify themselves through
various log-in methods such as proximity card, magnetic card,
PIN code, job code, and user name/password input. In addition,
users can have access to uniFLOW’s specific workflow settings
that are linked to the user for a personalized, uniform experience.
This solution can be managed by IT administrators to access
various scanner functions user accounts as well as remotely
oversee all compatible production scanner devices connected to
the network and help to restrict user settings and control access.

The required uniFLOW scan license serves to activate both the
Scan Kiosk and compatible imageFORMULA production document
scanner to work with a uniFLOW server.* This component
combination can provide a network solution without the need for
a dedicated PC, helping to reduce setup challenges in both new
and existing installations. When activated, users will have the
ability to scan documents to multiple destinations via uniFLOW,
including many third-party applications such as Therefore™,
Microsoft  SharePoint , box, and more.▲▲ It is designed to
require no retraining for current uniFLOW users, creating a
dedicated, flexible, user-friendly scanning station that can
complement multifunction printers in mixed environments,
potentially freeing them for printing and copying tasks and
helping reduce wear and tear.

■

SPECIFICATIONS
Scan Kiosk
System Resources: 	Quad Core Intel Atom 1.6 GHz CPU,
64 GB storage, 4 GB RAM
Network Compatibility:

10/100/1000Base-T

Scanner Compatibility:*	Canon imageFORMULA DR-G1100,
DR-G1130, DR-X10C Production
Document Scanners
Interface:

USB 3.0 (x3), Ethernet RJ-45 (x1)

Dimensions (H x W x D):

7.2” x 22.7” x 21.8”

Weight:

44.4 lb.

Software:**

uniFLOW and uniFLOW Scan License

*	Compatible Canon imageFORMULA production scanner – DR-G1100/DR-G1130/
DR-X10C, a running uniFLOW server environment, and a uniFLOW scan license are
required to operate the Scan Kiosk. All listed components are sold separately and
not included with the purchase of the Scan Kiosk.
** A
 uniFLOW scan license is required for each compatible scanner in order for the
Scan Kiosk to be added to a uniFLOW server environment.
▲

▲▲

■

	Optional keyboard and/or mouse are sold separately and not included with the
purchase of the Scan Kiosk.
S ubscription to a third-party service required. Subject to third-party service
providers’ terms and conditions.
	Proximity card and magnetic card sold separately and not included with the purchase
of the Scan Kiosk.

Options: 	Scan Kiosk Cabinet Component, uniFLOW
Compatible Hardware Accessories
Item Code:

2294C002AA

UPC:

660685164970

Warranty:

90 Days

Scan Kiosk Cabinet Component (Optional)
Dimensions (H x W x D):

30” x 22.7” x 21.8”

Weight:

60.5 lb.

Item Number:

0127T974

Warranty:

90 Days

For more information, call or visit
1.800.815.4000
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